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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT OF r.r:HE PROBLEM 
CUrrent group reading tests for Grades IV-VI 
fail to reveal the lack: of ability in the analysis of 
unl(novm words, which, in turn, hinder the pupil from 
attaining greater success in reading. As a check on 
the pupil's ability to solve words independently, thus 
helping to unlock the way to better comprehension, 
which in the end is the goal of all reading, it is 
proposed to construct a group test in word analysis 
which will measure 
1. the child's ability to identify the 
sounds of letters, blends and phonogr~as 
2. the child's ability to recognize word 
elements. 
One difficulty in the intermediate grade reading 
is to locate those pupils who lack the necessary 
abilities to pronounce newly enaountered words. The 
ability to sound letters, blends, phonograms, break 
words into syllables and recognize prefixes, suffixes 
and roots of words develops independence in attacking 
new words not in the sight vocabulary. These skills 
and abilities make up what is tenaed Word Analysis -
both phonetic and structural. 
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In the early elementary grades children are 
taught how to sound letters and recognize syllables, 
but some children arrive at the intermediate grade 
levels without havtng mastered the sounds of word 
elements and lack knowledge of how to divide words 
into their component parts. To discover which 
children need further study in word analysis, it is 
desirable to have a group test which may be 
administered to a class. 
To date, no group test in word analysis has been 
devised for the intermediate grades. Individual 
tests such as the Durrell .Analysis of Reading 
Diffic~llty, the Gates Individual Diagnostic Test and 
the Reading Diagnostic Test by the Committee on 
piagnos tic Reading Tests are excellent instruments for 
loeating specific difficulties in oral reading and 
word analysis. However, these tests are time consuming 
in that they must be administered individually. 
It is proposed in this study to construct a group 
word analysis test to check the child's power of visual 
perception of word elements, knowledge of sounds of 
.single letters and letter combinations, and syllabic 
division of words. The second part of the study is 
to determine the reliab1.li ty and learn how the test 
correlates with reading ability. 
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CH.APTER II 
SUJ\.@!UffiY OF RELATED RESEARCH 
With less emphasis on oral reading and more on 
silent reading as t he child advances through the 
intermediate and upper grades in school, less 
opportunity is offered to check the child's skills 
and abilities in handling the bas ic tools which are 
necessary in establishing good reading habits. One 
essential tool is the ability t o analyze newly 
encountered words. Failure to recognize words and 
lacking the ability to analyze them leads to making 
such errors as substitutions, reversals and omissions -
all of which tend to transform t he meaning of the 
whole thought and result in poor comp rehension. 
Bett# describes a versatile reader as "one who 
uses a number of approaches to word recognition. In 
one situation he may employ a known principle of 
phonics; in another situa tion, a principle of 
syllabication. He is especially versatile in using 
context clues for initial identification o.f a word or 
for a final check up." 
The process of word reco gnition includes the use 
if Emmett A. Betts, Foundations of Reading Instruction, 
p. 87, New York: American Book Company, 1946. 
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of word analysis skills, and it is v1i th these 
mechanical approaches to word recognition that this 
study is concerned. Failure to identify the lack of 
word analysis skills causes the present method of 
testing reading abilities by group tests to have its 
pitfalls. Dolch!/ writes, "Our present system of 
appraising reading by silent reading tests perpetuates 
and even encourages the habit of skipping." 
To date the appraisal of word attack skills has 
been done almost exclusively by oral reading tests. 
Gilmer~, in testing four hundred and forty six pupils 
in grades one through eight, isolated two oral reading 
errors most markedly associated with poor comprehension. 
He found that the substitution error was the greater 
and was related to poor oral comprehension and · reading 
skills as well as silent comprehension. The other 
error was that of words pronounced by the examiner. 
Both of these errors show lack of ability in word 
analysis. 
1/ Edward w. Dolch, Problems in Reading, p.58, 
Champaign, Illinois:. The Gerrard Press, 1948. 
gj John Gilmore, "Relationship Between Certain Oral 
Reading Habits and Oral and Silent Reading 
Comprehension", Unpublished Doctor's Thesis, Ha1~ard 
University, School of Education, 1947. 
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One of the most recent reading diagnostic tests 
by the Committee on Diagnostic Reading Tests11 includes 
a section on word analysis skills made up of a) the 
ability to divide words into syllables and sound them, 
b) recognize prefixes, suffixes and roots, and c) the 
ability to hear and utilize sound and context clues in 
getting the meaning of new words. Part I of the 
section is oral and is the only individually 
administered part of the test. Part II is silent and 
tests the ability to hear sound by the matching 
technique and the ability to divide words into 
syllables. 
The chairman of the aforementioned committee, F. o. 
TriggsY states, 
If diagnostic tools which identified 
approaches to remed~al instruction were available, 
such instruction could be approached wi thou t 
having to depend exclusively on clinical or 
individual techniques and it would be expected 
that the number of pupils with re ading 
deficiencies who reach the higher grades would be 
marlcedly reduced. 
Sto~, in making a study and classification of 
reading skills involved in silent reading in the 
iJ' Published by Educational. Records Bureau, New York. 
gj Francis o. Triggs, "Diagnostic Reading Tests as Aid 
to Remedial Instruction," School and Societ:y: 66:43; 
July 1947. 
y Grace E. Storm, "A Study of Intermediate Reading 
Skills," ElementarY: School Journal 48:488; May 1948. 
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intermediate grades, used seven current leading 
reading series. She writes, 
The importance of word recognition in the 
reading process can hardly be overemphasized. 
Lack of independence in attacking new and 
unfamiliar words hinders progress in thought 
getting; for to children an unkriown word is an 
insurmountable barrier which causes them to skip 
or guess at the word or ask help from the teacher. 
A questionnaire sent out by Russell and Anderson11 
to survey the difficulties in the current basic reading 
programs brought one hundred and ten replies from 
persons selected by well informed agencies because of 
their special competence in the field of reading in 
the intermediate grades. It is interesting to note 
that the lack of knowledge of mechanics of reading, 
especially the ability to attack new words was 
mentioned 48 times, which was more than the number of 
responses for any other item. 
An effort has been made to discover t he causes of 
reading disability as applied to the mechanics of 
reading through use of a silent group test by 
jj David A. Russell and Marion A • .Anderson, "Professional 
Opinions About Basic Reading Programs in the Middle 
and Upper Grades of Elementary School," Elementary 
School Journal 46:81-88; October 1945. 
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Hobson and ParkJ=/. They used three forms of the 
Monroe standardized Silent Reading Test RevisedEV to 
discover causes of reading disabilities of one hundred 
and twenty children in grades three through six. 
Form 1 was given according to directions; the results 
gave a general ability rank. Form 2 was administered 
with unlimited time to complete. This allowed a 
check-up as to how comprehension was affected if given 
time to work out the mechanics of reading. Form 3 
was read orally to the pupils as they looked on; this 
checked comprehension alone. It was concluded that 
a "pupil's ability to comprehend may be better than is 
indicated by his comprehension score on a reading test 
because of the mechanics of recognizing symbols." 
As most words beyond Grade III are polysyllabic 
in character, tools for word analysis assume greater 
importance in the light of results of Dolch'~ study 
of the 19,000 words in the Buckingham-Dolch Word List • .if 
jJ C. s. Hobson and W. E. Parke, ''Using a Group Test 
to Identify Types of Reading Difficulty, tt Elementary 
School Journal 32:666-675; N[ay 1932. 
y Published by Public School Publishing Company, 
B1oomington, Illinois. 
y Edward w. Dolch, "Phonics and Polysyllables," 
ElementarY English Review 15:120-124; April 1938. 
jJ Published by Public School Publishing Company, 
Bloomington, Illinois. 
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He found that 81% or 16,000 words on the aforementioned 
list are polysyllabic and that the 3000 monosyllables, 
which is the majority of monosyllables, are learned as 
si~1t words in primary grades. He concluded that 
phonograms merit greater emphasis and syllabication 
should be taught as the true attack on the sounding of 
polysyllables. 
William s. Grayl_/ in his book On Their Own in 
Reading points out the need for both structural and 
phonetic analysis in supplementing e ach other in word 
analysis in the following words: 
One of the common weaknesses of the word 
perception programs has been the neglect of 
training in structural analysis. Without this 
important aspect of the total program, we cannot 
hope to develop in children real independence for 
attacking words of more t han one syllable, 
regar~es~ 1of the emphasis we give to phonetic 
analysJ. s .!::.1 
structural analysis refers to how the word is built 
the syllables, the prefix, root and suffix. Phonetic 
analysis refers to the sound of the letters and the 
letter combinations. 
In our language a printed word is actually a 
recording of a series of sounds that we use in the 
spoken v~ord. To use phonetic analysis as an aid 
to word perception, the child must be able to 
identify the sounds that we use in our language 
l/ William s. Gray, On Their Own in Reading. New 
York: Scott Foresman Company, 1948. 
&J Williams. Gray, op. cit., p.8?. 
and the symbols that represent the sounds. In 
turn he must learn to associate these sounds 
with the letter symbols that ~qnstitute the word 
for.m of our printed language.11 
In a study of Thorndike's Teachers Word Book of 
20,000 Words&/ Stauffe~ found that 24% of the words 
have prefixes and that fifteen prefixes account for 
82% of the total number of prefixes. This would seem 
to andicate that a knowledge of prefixes would be of 
great value in word analysis. 
Gates and Russelli/ found that "a moderate 
training in word analysis is better than no such 
training or a large amount of conventional phonetic 
drill." They experimented with three groups of 
children in grade one. Group A received the smallest 
amount of phonic or word analysis training. Group B 
received a moderate amount of informal newer type word 
if Williams. Gray, op. cit., p.88. 
y Published by Public School Publishing Company, 
Bloomington, Illinois. 
y Russell G. Stauffer, "Study of Prefixes in Thorndike 
List to Establish a List of Prefixes that Should Be 
Taught in Elementary School," Journal of Educational 
Research 35:453-458; February 1942. 
jJ Arthur I. Gates and D. H.Russell, "Types of 
Materials: Vocabulary Burden, Word Analysis and Other 
Factors in Beginning Reading," Elementary School 
Journal 39:27-35, l:t9-128; September-October 1938. 
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analysis and comparisons training. Group C received 
large amounts of conventional phonetic drill which 
was to study isolated letters of phonograms, build 
words from these and to give sounds for letters after 
having studied the sound equivalents for the letters. 
Group B received the highest score in all tests of 
word recognition and comprehension. 
VISUAL PERCEPTION 
Unquestionably what one perceives in a newly 
encountered word is of great i mportance. Bookl/ 
points out how printed words are recognized by stating 
that some psychologists believe that words are seen 
as wholes with each having certain distinguishable 
features; ot~ers believe that certain letters are seen 
first and are filled in through association to make 
words. 
In summarizing results of one hundred and ten 
studies relating to visual perception in reading 
Tinke~ concluded that there is a natural tendency to 
combine different elements of a visual i mpression into 
higher units wherever grouping is possible. He also 
jJ William F. Book, "The Development of Hi ghe r Orders 
of Perceptual Habits in Reading," Journal of Educational 
Research 21:161-176; March 1930. 
y Miles .A. Tinker, "Visual Apprehension and Perception 
in Reading," Psychological .BUlletin 26:223-240; April 
1929. 
found that word form is a very important factor in v.1ord 
perception and that characteristic word forms arise 
from an alteration of "dominant " letters with 
"indifferent" letters. 
In 1893, experiments by Goldscheider and Mue11er1f 
in Germany led to the belief that certain letters and 
letter complexes were more influential than others in 
determining the recognition of wo rds. These were 
called "determining" letters ·as opposed to "indifferent" 
. ones. The "determining" letters were the first letter 
of words and consonants more often than vowels because 
of their characteristic form; however, vowels were not 
ruled out of this classification. "Determining" 
letters were thought to arouse an auditory i mage of the 
word and the word was filled out through association. 
In the early 1900's, Zei tlerY and Messmer£/ 
working independently noted from experiments that tall 
letters which projected above the line were usually 
"determining" letters in producing word form. However, 
these men differed from Goldscheider and I~eller in 
concluding tha t certain syllable complexes were 
jJ A. Goldscheider and R. F. Mueller, (Reviewed by 
Tinker) "Visual Apprehension and Perception in Reading," 
Psychological Bulletin 26:233; April 1929. 
gj Loc. cit. p. 233 
Q/ Loc. cit. p. 233 
11. 
apperceived and then the rest of the word was supplied 
associatively. Messmer concluded from his study 
that both "dominant" and "indifferent" letters played 
an important part in word perception and that the 
perception of "indifferent" letters with the "dominant" 
ones tended to reduce errors in reading. (Test I of 
the word analysis test constructed in this study was 
made with Messmer's ideas in mind.) 
The relation of visual perception to reading 
ability is pointed out by Acombl/ and Fendric~. 
Acomb, in studying the results of tests of visual 
discrimination constructed by Donald D. Durrell, found 
that there was a fairly good correlation between 
reading comprehension scores end visual perception of 
• ?0. Fendrick, in a matched experimental and control 
group study of one hundred and twenty eight good 
readers and the same number of poor readers, found that 
good readers did better on a visual perception test 
than the group of children with reading disabilities. 
If .Allan Acomb, "A Study of the Psychological Factors 
in Reading and Spelling," Unpublished Master's Thesis, 
Boston University, School of Education, 1936. 
gj Paul Fendrick, "Visual Characteristics of Poor 
Readers," Contributions to Education, No. 656, Teachers 
College, Columbia University, 1935. 
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AUDITORY PERCEPTION 
BondY did a similar matched experimental and 
control group study to that done by Fendrick, only he 
studied the auditory perception of good and poor 
readers. He found that a significant difference 
existed between the two groups and concluded that; a 
combination of both visual and auditory approaches to 
reading is far more satisfactory than one or the other 
alone. 
MurphyY used the matched experimental and 
control groups to learn if it were possible to improve 
auditory discrimination. She tested both groups, 
trained the experimental group and retested both 
groups. There was great improvement in auditory 
discrimination by the experimental group after training. 
This shows that training in auditory perception and 
discrimination are advantageous. 
if Guy L. Bond, "Auditory and Speech Characteristics of 
Poor Readers," Contributions to Education, No. 65?, 
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1935. 
gj Helen Murphy, "Construction and Evaluation of 
E"'..rercises in Auditory Discrimination of Word Elements, n 
Unpublished :Master's Thesis, Boston University, School 
of Education, 1940. 
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S"l.JMMARY 
As to the advisability of administering a test 
in word analysis skills to the intermediate grac1es, 
a study by HesterY shows through an analysis of errors 
made on the Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulties 
Testg/ by children ranging in age from six through 
seventeen years at the University of Pittsburgh Reading 
Clinic that children between the ages of nine and 
eleven made the most errors in sounding and designating 
letters to match sounds. These are the ages which 
most naturally fall within the fourth through sixth 
grades. 
LichtensteinY made a study of results on the 
Gates Individual Diagnostic Test. He gathered data 
on section IX-9, which was designed to cover the 
child's ability to give letters for sounds. His 
conclusion was that the average child must be in grade 
3.5 to be able to give all the sounds of the let ters 
cor rectly. 
Although little has been done to date in trying 
to administer a group test of word analysis skills to 
l/ Kathleen Hester, "A Study of Phonetic Difficulties 
in Reading," Elementary School Journal, 43:171-173; 
November 1942. 
gj Arthur L. Lichtenstein, "The Letter-Sounds: A Reading 
Problem," Elementary English Review 17:23-27; January 
1940. 
be used with the current group sil.ent reading tests, 
it would seem that there is need for such a test at 
the intermediate grade level. From grade four on the 
demand on the pupil's reading abilities increases. 
In order to attain the needed independence for 
attacking new words, the child must have the basic 
tools of word analysis at hand. Research ha s shown 
that a knowledge of phonetics alone will not suff ice. 
It must be combined with a knowledge of the structure 
of the word. Tb this end it appears desirable to h ave 
a group word analysis test which may be given with a 
group reading test to discover whether the pupil 
possesses the tools necessary for word analysis and 
learn if reading comprehension i s af f ected by the 
presence or absence of word anal y sis skills. If it 
can be proved that children of a normal mental age a re 
low in reading achievement and in word analysis skills, 
remedial work can be planned to correct or at least 
improve this part of their development. 
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CHAPTER III 
PURPOSES Al\l"D P ROCEDURE OF THE SIDDY 
The purposes of this study were three fold: 
1. To construct a group word analysis test. 
2. Tb determine the relationship of the group 
word analysis test to reading achievement . 
3. To de termine reliability of the group 
wor d analysis test . 
CONSTRUCTION OF THE GROUP WORD .AN.i.U..YSIS TEST 
The entire word analysis test was made up of 
eight sections which tested the following abilities: 
1. Visual perception of coined words made up 
of real word parts. 
2. Recognition of sound and desi gnation of 
initial letters in v"Jords. 
3. Recognition of sound and designation of 
initial blends in words. 
4. Recognition of sound and designation of 
final word elements. 
5. Reco gnition of sound and designation of 
certain letters heard in words. 
6. Re cognition of sound and designation of 
medial syll ables in words. 
7. Count of number of syll ables in spolcen words 
8. Matching of vowel sounds with three key 
vowel sounds given: long , short, and 
vowel followed by £• 
Test I was a test of visual perception. The 
test consisted of twenty groups each having a key 
confi guration and four alternative choices. The 
correct configur at ion, which matched t hat shown on a 
fl ash card fo r f i v e seconds, ha d to be chosen from 
each group of five choices. To preclude the 
possibility of previous lmowledge of real words, it 
wa s decided to use word configurations made up of 
co:rrn:non word elements, so that t he coined vJor d would 
have t he appearance of real words. In e ach case the 
key "vvord" was made up of a prefix and root in the case 
of two syll able '".oiJ ords", and a prefix, root and suffix 
in the case of three or more syllable "words". In the 
alternative choices one letter was changed in two 
instances and in the other choices two or t hree letters 
were changed either by substituting t wo different 
letters or by changing one or two and a dding or omitting 
one letter. In t he entire test there were two "words" 
of two syllables, eight of t hree syllables, ei ght of 
four, one of five and one of six syllables. 
The sample below shows the type of choices from 
which the lcey "word" was to be chosen. 
Sal11ple: unimetily unometify unimetify 
unimotily inumotify (key: unimetify) 
This test was based on the theory of Messmer tha t 
17 
both "dominant" and "indifferent" letters play an 
important part in perception and that perception of 
both tend to reduce errors in reading. 
Of the prefixes used, ten were taken from 
stauffer's listll of the fifteen most common prefixes 
which account for 82% of the 24% of the words having 
prefixes in Thorndike's Teachers Vvord Book of 20,000 
Words. The rest were taken from a list compiled by 
Miss _l\rula Babey in Strang' sY book, Problems in the 
Improvement of Reading. The roots were chosen from 
common Latin roots. The suffixes were taken from a 
list by Thorndik~ which was made up of suffixes found 
in 4300 of the 11,000 most common ·words. 
The key ''Word" was printed in India ink in 
manuscript letters li" in height on a piece of oak tag 
measuring 20"x4". In administering the test, the 
examiner held the cards where they would be seen clearly 
by all the pupils for five seconds. Test I took about 
·fjen minutes to administer. The directions for 
aarainistering were as follows: 
I/ Stauffer, op. cit., p.456. 
~ Ruth Strang, P~oblems in the Improvement of Reading, 
p. 350. Lancaster, Penna., The Science Printing Company, 
1938. 
y Ed-ward L. Thorndike, "Teaching of English SUffixes," 
Contributions to Education, No. 847, New York: 
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1941. 
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nThese are not real words, but they are made 
up of parts of real words. I will show you a 
word on a card Which is exactly like one word in 
each group. Look very carefully at the word on 
the card. When I turn the card down, find the 
word exactly like it in the group and draw a line 
through it. 
Let us look at the sample at the top of the 
page. Loolc at my card carefully. (.Allow five 
seconds for showing the card). Now draw a line 
through the word in the sample that is exactly 
like the one on the card. (Check to see if 
unimetify: is selected). .A:re there any questions? 
I shall say the number of the group before 
showing each card." 
Test II. This section of the battery was to 
check the pupils' knowledge of sounds of letters as 
they would be spoken or heard in words. The pupil was 
to identify the initial letter of two words pronounced 
by the teacher for each group of four letters. The 
sample below shows the type of choices from which the 
initial sound was chosen. 
p b d f (words pronounced by teacher -
punctilious, pacifist) 
As there was little agreement between the studies 
by Biggy1/ and Fahey~ as to the relative difficulty of 
consonants in auditory discrimination in grade one, it 
i/ M. Virginia Biggy, "Establishment of Relative Order 
of Difficulty of Word Elements in Auditory Discrimina-
tion," Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 
School of Education, 1946. 
gJ .Anne Fahey, "Evaluation of Ear Training in Reading 
in Grade I," Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston 
University, School of Education, 1949. 
was decided to use a list of letters which were 
missounded by the pupils ta~ing the Gates Diagnostic 
Reading Testlf and written about b; GatesY in his 
]Latest book. All the letters except h, k, n, o, and s 
were checked in this test. \"lords not iri the pupils' 
speaking or reading vocabulary were chosen for this 
test to preclude previous lcnowledge. The words were 
pronounced by the examiner in a normal clear voice with 
no emphasis on the first letter. About two and a half 
minutes were needed to administer this test of fourteen 
items. Directions to the pupils were as follows: 
"I ·will pronounce two words for each group o:r 
letters. You draw a line through the letter with 
which the word begins. I will say the number of 
the group before pronouncing the words. Look at 
the sample. Listen while I pronounce the words. 
(dualism, diorite). (Check to see if the correct 
letter is crossed out). Are there any questions? 
Ready, listen carefully." 
Test III checked the pupils' ability to hear and 
recognize blends. There were fourteen initial blends 
to be identified from each group containing four 
choices. The sample below shows the type of choices: 
bl br dr pl (words pronounced - brevity, bronchial) 
Again the words pronounced were not within the speaking 
lJ PUblished by Bureau of Publications, Teachers 
College, Columbia University, New York. 
gf Arthur I. Gates, Improvement of Reading, 3rd 
Edition, p. 295, New York: Macl~illan Company, 1947. 
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or reading vocabulary of the pupils. These fourteen 
blends were included in a list by Hesterll ·which gave 
the difficult blends encountered in administering the 
Durrell ".Analysis of Reading Difficulty Test"Y. 
Directions to the pupils were as follows: 
"This test is like the one you just did, 
only you will cross out two letters with which 
the words begin. Let us take the sample. The 
words are primitive, prerequisite. Did you 
cross out the ~? Are there any questions? 
Ready, listen." 
This test took about two minutes to administer, 
Test IV checked the pupils' ability to hear and 
recognize letters which mru(e up the endings of certain 
words not in the pupils' speaking or reading vocabulary. 
There were three choices of three letters each all 
plausible word endings. 
types of choices: 
~1e sample below shows the 
ion ium ine (words pronounced were trunion, 
collodion) 
Directions to the pupils were as follows: 
"In this test I will pronounce two words for 
each group of letters. You are to draw a line 
through the last three letters with which the 
words end. Let us take the sample. The words are 
multivalent~ complacent. (Check to see if the 
correct ending was crossed out). Are there any 
questions? Ready, listen." 
This test contained twelve groups and took about two 
minutes to give. 
i/ Hester, op. cit., p. 172. 
y Published by World Book Company. 
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Test V was designed to test the pupils' ability 
to hear individual sounds within words and recognize 
which letters in a group of four Which made the sounds. 
This time only one 1Nord was pronounced for each group 
of four letters and that word was not in their writing 
vocabulary. The sample below shows the choices: 
p b ft. f (word pronounced was misapprehend} 
Directions to the pupils were as follows: 
"I will pronounce one word for each group of 
letters. You are to draw a line through all the 
letters .the sounds of which you hear in the word. 
Let us take the s&aple. The word is barnacle. 
Did you cross out the b and 1? For some words 
there may be more letters given in the groups 
than in others. Are there any questions? 
Ready, listen." 
Out of the fourteen groups of letters there were 
twenty five letters to cross out. 
about four minutes to administer. 
This test took 
Test VI checked the pupils' ability to hear and 
identify medial syllabic sounds and designate the proper 
letter combinations from a group with four choices. 
Ten of the fourteen words pronounced by the examiner 
were not in the pupils' reading vocabulary according 
to a count in the Thorndike Teachers Word Book. The 
sam:i;>le below shows the type of syllables given in the 
groups: 
ti la to ra (the word pronounced was artifice) 
Directions to the pupils were as follows: 
"I will pronounce one word for each group of 
letters~ You are to draw a line through the 
syllable which you hear in the word. Let us take 
the sample. The word is combustion. Did you 
all draw a line through the bus? Are there any 
questions? Ready, listen."---
There were fourteen groups of syllables. 
about three minutes to administer. 
The test took 
Test VII required the counting of syllables in 
words pronounced once by the examiner. There were 
eighteen ·words tested and these included words ranging 
from two syllables to words with six syllables. This 
test required about three minutes. Directions to the 
pupils were as follov~s: 
"This test is different. I will pronounce a 
word once. You are to write down the number of 
syllables or number of parts that each word has. 
You may count the syllable s on your fingers as you 
repeat the word softly to yourself. Let us take 
the sample. Listen while I pronounce the word. 
:Magazine. (The examiner should not syllabicate 
when saying the words) • Did you write down the 
number 3? Are there any questions? Ready, 
listen carefully." 
Test VIII was a test of the pupils' ability to 
differentiate between three sounds for each vowel: the 
short, long and vowel followed by ~· nn their papers 
the pupils were given three key words each containing 
a different sound for the vowel. The other words in 
the group were to be matched as to the vowel sound and 
numbered according to the number of the l{:ey word. 
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Five vowels were tested - there being ten words in 
each vowel group, excep t for the Q group which did not 
contain the sound of Q followed by £• A knowledge of 
how to divide words into syllables and the vowel rules 
liiJould have enabled the pupils to solve t he vowel sounds 
in each word. 
This test was allowed unlimited time. The 
directions to the pupils ·were as follows: 
ttThis test you will. do alone. I want to see 
if you know the correct vowel sound of the vowel 
being tested in each group of words. Look at the 
sample. Here the sound of the vowel i is being 
tested. There are three words with numbers 
before them. These are the key words. Each 
word has a different sound for the letter i. 
(Give the sound of i as in in, ice, bird).- Under 
these key words are three ·words with blanl( lines 
before t hem. You decide what sound the i in 
each word has that matches the sound of i-in a 
key word, then write the number of that word on 
the blanl(. Do the sample now. Did you all have 
I, 3, 2? Are there any questions? 
Remember there are five different vowels 
tested - one for each group. Each group is 
divided by dotted lines and each has a different 
set of key words giving the vowel sounds." 
The entire battery of tests took about forty 
minutes to administer, all depending on the number of 
questions that were asked. 
SCORING OF THE TEST 
There were one hundred and rsixty nine ·. possible 
right answers on the entire test. It was decided to 
give credits for each answer that was right and no 
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credit for those missed. 
Records were kept for each pupil of the number 
right on each part of the test and also the total 
score. Because the individual test scores yielded 
such indecisive differences between grade s, it was 
decided to use the total test score only in inter-
preting the results. 
ADMINISTRATION OF GROUP WORD ANALYSIS TEST 
One hundred and thirty ei~ht pupils in grades 
four, five and six were given the group word analysis 
test. The test took place during the month of May, 
1950 at the Lesley Ellis School in Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, and at the Mary Lee Burbank School in 
Belmont, Massachusetts. ~1e author administered the 
test to each of the grade groups to insure uniforrni ty 
in directions and in the pronunciation of words. 
The only equipment necessary for the pupils was a 
pencil. If, in taking the test, the pupils made a 
mistake and crossed out the wrong letter or letters, 
they were asked to draw a dotted line under the ansvver 
that they intended should be the correct one. 
The population to which this test was given came 
from homes where English was the predominant tongue, 
therefore the bilingual factor did not influence the 
results of the test. 
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OTHER TESTS 
Other test results used in this study were: 
1. The mental ages as computed from For.m L 
of the Revised Binet Sca1e1/ which had previously been 
administered to every pupil. 
2. Reading Achievement and Vocabulary grade 
scores as obtained on the Iowa Every-Pupil Tests of 
Basic SkillsY, Test A, Form 0 - Elementary Battery for 
grades four and five, Advanced Battery for grade six. 
i/ Pu bl i shed by Hough ton Mifflin Company, Boston, Mass. 
gj Published by Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, Mass. 
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LIST OF .ABBPJiNIATIONS 
l:I o. • • • • • . . • . . • • . • number 
R. A. 
C.A. 
S.D. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • 
reading ability or achievement 
chronological age 
mental age 
standard deviation 
s.E.M •••••••••••• standard error of means 
s.E.Diff. •••••••• standard error of difference 
C.R. ••••••••••••• critical r atio 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DNEA 
The major purpose of this study was to construct 
a group test of word analysis skills which might be 
used with a group reading test to ascertain which 
uupils lack the skills necessary to att a ck new words 
-" -
in reading. 
One hundred and thirty eight pupils in the fourth, 
fifth and sixth grades were tested in this study. 
Re ading and vocabulary ability and intelligence of 
these children were analyzed. Total correlations were 
made between reading ability and the word analysis test 
scores. Comparisons between above and below grade 
achievement in reading and the word analysis score were 
made. The reliability of the test was found according 
to t he "Footrule'' coefficient. 
TABLE I 
1\JIEAN CHRONOLOGICJ\L Al~D MENTAL AGES 
Grade No. Range Mean C. A. S.D. Range Me an M.s. S.D. 
IV 
v 
VI 
45 
45 
48 
39 
54 
33 
115.5 
129.1 
141.0 
7.5 62 
7.79 96 
8.51 95 
131.0 
146.4 
162.4 
14.55 
15.59 
20.46 
Table I shows the mean C.A. and M. A. in months in 
each gr,ade of the population tested. The mean C. A. 
for grade four was 115.5 months, for grade five 129.1 
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and for grade six 141.0 months. The greatest range 
of ages was in grade five with 54 months difference 
bem~een the oldest and youngest. The difference 
between the C.A. and M.A. for grade four was l5.5 
months, for grade five, 17.3 months, and for grade 
six, 21.4 months, which shows that the population 
tested was above average in intelligence~ The 
standard deviation of the chronological ages show that 
the three grades were relatively homogenous as to age. 
TABLE II 
COMPARISON BETFVEEN GRADES I N READING ACHIEVEMElif.r 
Grade 
IV 
v 
VI 
No. 
45 
Range 
5.0 
Mean 
6.2 
45 5.0 7.0 
48 7.5 8.0 
S.D. 
16.83 
13.65 
20.78 
Table II shows the mean grade equivalent in 
reading achievement of the pupils in grades four, five 
and six. It indicates that in the ninth school month 
the mean grade equivalent in reading was 6.2 for grade 
four, 7.0 for grade five, and 8.0 for grade six 
according to the national norms of the Im•Ja Every-Pupil 
Test of Basic Skills in Silent Reading. The mean at 
each grade was at least one school year above the 
national nor.m. Tnis indicates that the school popula-
tion tested was better than the national average in 
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reading ability. The range of reading abilities 
varied from five grades in grade four and five to 
seven and a half grades in grade six. 
Grade 
IV 
v 
VI 
TABLE III 
VARLL\BILITY OF WORD ANALYSIS TEST SCO RES 
Median 
136 
140 
145 
Range 
72 
72 
79 
Interquartile Range 
32.6 
24.0 
26.4 
Table III shows the median, range and inter-
quartile range for the total group word analysis test 
scores in grades four, five and six. The median of 
grade four was 136, of grade five, 140, and of grade 
six the median is 145. The difference between the 
medians of grades four and five is 4, between grades 
five and six, 5, and between grades four and six, 9. 
This indicates a slight step-up between the grades. 
The interquartile range indicates the range of 
the middle 50% of cases in each grade. This shows 
that grade four had the large st measure of variability 
with a range of 32.6. Grade five had the smallest 
measure of variability from the median with a range of 
24. 
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TABLE IV 
Al>!D ViORD A~~ALYSIS TEST 
Grade R. A • 
IV • 61I!.09 
V· . 356"!. 11 
VI . 58 l!.. C9 
Tabl ~ IV s h ows t he corre l a t i on b e t wEen R . A. a nd 
the total word ana l ys i s t e st s c or e . The corr~l~ t ions 
a r e b a s Ed on the Pearson Product-~~Io , Gent Coefficient of 
Corre lation-~:! . A h i ghEr corre l a tion is shown in 
g rade s f our and s ix be t we En re ading a nd t he viOrd 
ana l y s is t es t tha11 i n grade fiv e . 
TABLE V 
CYO.l'iPARISON BET'dEEN ABOVE .4J:,lD BELOW HEADHTG GROUPS 
ON WORD At\TALYSIS T:3:;3T 
Grade No. . £,1ean S . D. S . II:-21 . Di ff. ri . S . E . Diff. C. , . 
139 . 42 IVA 36 17.71 2 . 97 20 . 08 6 . 23 119 . 34 1s. s s.48 IVB 9 
v A 33 l li-2 . 43 14 . 31 2 . 53 16 . 68 2 . 76 6 . 04 v B 12 125 .75 lb . 7J s.os 
VIA 30 1L~7 . 6 11. 45 2 .12 22 . 88 VIB 18 124 . 72 9 · 3 2 . 25 3 . 09 7. 4 
]} r,. ~ -C'J'l.~j 
o,_o1 
1 
2 
Table V shows t he compar ison of t wo groups o f 
p uu i l s a t each gr ad e l ev e l. The A group consisted of 
t ho se ~up ils a t or above school grade a nd mont h in 
readi ng ab i l ity . The B grouu cons isted of t hose 
pup i l s b e low s c hoo l grs.de and ~nonth in rea d i ng ab il lty . 
The number of puoils in ea c h gr oup a.t eac h gr ade 
l ev e l ind ica tes t ha t t her e wer e four times a s many a 
gr a de r eaders in grade fo ur a s be l ow grade . In grade 
fiv e . there were a l most t hree times a s many abov e gr a de 
r eaders a s b elow gr a de r eaders . I n gr ade six. t he r e 
were a l mo s t t wic e a. s many above gr a de r ead ers a s be l01;1i 
grade re aders. 
The me an score on t he word ana l ysis t est is g iven 
for ea c h group a t eac h gr a d e l ev e l . In grade f our the 
mean of t he A group was 139 .42 a nd of t he B gro uo 
119 . 34 - a diffe r en c e of 20 . 08 points . I n gr ade fiv e 
the mean of the A group on the word ana l ys is t f s t was 
142.43 and of t he B gr oup 125 .75 - a difference of 
16 .68 ooints . I n gr a de s i x the ~t1ean of thE: 1>. S:C'0 '.lP 
wa s 147 . 6 and of t he B gro up 124 .72 - a dif f er en c e of 
22 . 88 point s . 
The critica l r a tio i nd i cate s a sign if i c B.1.1t 
d iffer enc e be t ween groups in a l l thr e e g:t."ade s . The 
c r i t i c Ei.l f~ .lY' 
i 11 favor of t he &bove gr ade r e:id lng gr o up . I n gr a de 
fiv e t i-'E cri tical ratio is 6 . 04 i n f c.vo r of t hE abov e 
g rade reading group and i n gr a dE six t hE' critica l ratio 
is 7 .4 in favor of t he A group . 
TABLE VI 
ON WORD ANALYS IS TES'r 
Grade No. i\fean S.D. S . E . Ivl Diff . lii . S . E . Diff. C . R . 
JV 45 135.09 19 . 63 2 . 96 3.03 3.84 .78 v 45 138.12 16 . 20 2.44 
v 45 138 .12 16 . 20 2 .44 1.14 2.31 .49 VI~--48 139.26 19 . 83 2 . 89 
IV 45 135.09 l O ,... ,. 2. 96 ,..., . O.J 4.17 4.14 1. 00 VI 48 '139 . 26 .. --,...,.::-~-;g-19 . o3 2. 9 
Table VI shows 2 comper ison be t ween grade s of t he 
eans of the word ana l ys i s t es t s cores . The crit i cal 
ratio betwEen grade s four and five is . 78 whi ch i s not 
sta tistically 8igi.1i fi cant . Be t wee n gr ades five c. nj, Bix 
t he c r itical r a tio is . 49 ;v- h ic Ll. l s too low to hav E. any 
sta ti st ical sign ifica nc e . The c r i tical r a t io be t ween 
g rades f our and six is 1.00 Whic h a l so s ho Ns no s t a tisti-
c a l s i gnifica nc E: i n favor of t he higher grade·. 
TABLE VII 
RELIABILITY OF WORD ANALYSIS TEST 
Grade IV .898 
Gra de V .906 
Grade VI .947 
.According to the "Footrule" coefficientll, en 
estimate of t h e reliability of the word analysis test 
shows the reliability i n grade four to be .898, in 
grade five .906 and grade six .947 . 
test to have very good reliability . 
This shmv s the 
jJ H. A. Greene, A. N. Jorgensen , Gerberich, J. R., 
'
7Measurement and Eval uation in tbe EJ ementary Schoo] • · 
:p.566. Long;rnans, Green and Company , New York, 1942 •. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUlvlMARY AL\JD CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to construct a group 
word analysis test to be used ·w ith a group reading test 
to determine which pupils laclc slrills and abilities in 
word analysis. 
A group word analysis test was constructed to 
measure, 
1. Visual perception of word elements 
2. Ab ility to recognize initial sounds in words 
3. Ability to recognize initial blends in words 
4. Ability to recognize final and medial sounds 
in words 
5. Ability to recognize syllabic divisions of 
vvords 
6. Ability to match different sounds of vowels 
The test was administered to 138 pupils in grades 
four, five and six in a public school. in Belmont, 
1 assachusetts and a small private school in Cambridge, 
I1Ias sachusetts. 
The reliability of the test was deternrlned by the 
"Footrule" coefficient. 
The coefficient of correlation was computed 
between the group word analysis test scores and reading 
achievement. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The differ ence in the scores of the individua l 
t e sts proved so slight bec a use of the few items used 
in e~c h test tha t it was decide d to use t he total 
t e st score s in co mputing the data. 
'I' he t otal word analysis test corre l a t ed well VI i t h 
reading ac hieve~ent in grades four and six with 
corre l a tion coefficients of • 611"!. 09 and • 581'! . 09 
1.' 8 s p r::c t fv ely. 
The critica l ratio of t he word anal y sis test 
scores be t ween t he above and be low grade groups in 
r eading proved to be highl y s i gnificant in f avor of the 
A grouns . The c r itical l' a tios bet':~ee :.l grade s ·:w o -v- :=d to 
b e of no statistica l sign ificance. 
The r el iability of the total word B.nalys i s t es t 
as •J.,:;a sured by · the 11 Footrule " co efficient proved to be 
good . The r eliability wa s . 393 in gr ade four, . 906 
i n grade five and . 947 in gra ~e six . 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUGGES1'IONS J!'OR EURT.HER RESEARCH 
1. Administer the group word analysis test to a 
school population whose mental ability and achieve-
ments are not as high as the population used in this 
study. 
2. Administer t he group word analysis test and 
correlate the findings with spelling ability. 
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Appendix 
Teacher's Directions 
Test I -
These are not real words, but they are made up of 
parts of real words. I will show you a word on a 
card which is exactly like one in the group. Look 
very carefully at the word on the card. When I turn 
the card down, find the word exactly like it in the 
group and draw a line through it. 
Let us look at the sample at the · top of the page. 
Look at my card carefully. (5 sec.) Now put a line 
under the word in the sample that is just like the one 
on the card. (Check to see if unimotify is selected) • 
.Axe there any questions? I shall say the 
number of the group before showing the word. 
Test II . 
I will read , two words for each group of letters. 
You draw a line through the letter with ·which the word 
begins. I will say the number of the group before 
pronouncing the words. Look at the sample. Listen 
1:Vhile I pronounce the words, (dualism, diorite). Did 
you draw a line through the d? 
Are there any questions? Ready, listen. 
1. punctilious, pacifist 11. dactyl, despumation 
2. alchemy, antiquarian 12. lapidary, ligature 
3. flagrancy, fistula 
4. innocuous, irritation 
13. yeomanry, younker 
14. quadratic, quiddity 
5. micrify; motley 15. gabbro, glazier 
6. zoology, zodiac 
7. vacuity, vernation 
16. cauterize, clairvoyant 
17. embrocate, estivate 
s. utilitarian, undulation 18. fisibility, rosaceous 
9. wainscot, wizened 19. juvenescent, jocul ar 
10. burser, bailiff 20. tawdry, tepidarium 
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Test III 
This test is like the one you just did, only you 
will · cross out two letters with which the word begins . 
Let us take the sample. Listen, while I pronounce the 
words. Then cross out the letters with which the word 
begins. (primitive, prerequisite). Did you all 
cross out the pr? 
Are there any questions? Ready, listen. 
1. breviary, bronchial 
2. fluxion, fluerite 
3. swatch, swivel 
4. chintz, chasable 
5. VJhimsical, 1Nhortl e 
6. therapeutic, 
theriomorphic 
7. cloistral, clypeate 
8. blunderbuss, blastoderm 
9. cruciate, crassitude 
10. shenanigan, shibboleth 
11. frippery, frondescence 
12. strepitous, stimulus 
13. smitten, 
smutty 
14. tracheal, trophopathy 
Test IV 
In this test I will pronounce two words for each 
group of letters. You are to draw a line through the 
last three letters with which . the words end. Let us 
take the sample. Listen to the words - (multivalent, 
complacent). Did you all draw a line through the ent? 
Are there any questions? Ready, listen. 
1. trunion 7. proton, lepton 
2. samarium, podium 8. darkling, impugning 
3. chowder, confider 9. thermostable, rabble 
4. spherical, reciprocal 10. humiliat~ ,implicate 
5. subsidiary, prothonotary 11. leprous, intravenous 
6. subscapular, glandular 12. sphragistic, hypnotic 
Test V 
I will pronounce one word for each group of letters. 
You are to draw a line through all the letters that you 
hear in the word. Let us take the sample. Listen -
(barnacle) .. Did. you cross out the b and the 1? 
Are there any questions? Ready, listen carefully. 
1. misapprehend a. haggard 
2. pedestal 9. zircon 
3. jugular 10. shucker 
4. query 11. cherubim 
5. stipend 12. astonishing 
6~ supervision 13. vixen 
7. zither 14. whither 
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Test VI 
I will pronounce ~ word for each group of 
letters. DravJ a line through the syllable which you 
hear in the word. Let us take the sample. The 
word is combustion. Did you all draw a line through 
the syllable ~? , 
Are there any questions? Ready, listen 
carefully •. 
1. artifice 
2. modernize 
3. impetuous 
4. urgently 
5. suspecting 
6. familiar 
?. zodiac 
Test VII 
s. publisher 
9 •· establishment 
10. panicky 
11. physiological 
12. bencher 
13. relinquish 
14. pathetic 
This test is different. I will pronounce a 
word once. You are to write down the number of 
syllables or number of parts that the word has. You 
may count the syllables on your fingers as you repeat 
it softly to yourself. Let us take the sample. 
Listen. (magazine). Write down the number of 
syllables in that word. Did you all have 3? 
Are there any questions? Ready, listen carefully. 
(Do not syllabicate in pronouncing} 
1. singing ?. mosquito l-3. embarrassment 
2. muffin s. persecution 14. specification 
3~ motionless 9. peppercorn 15. personification 
4. pewter 10. occupancy 16. opportunity 
5. petulant 11. sanitorium 1?. momentarily 
6. mournful 12. optimistic 18. reorganization 
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Test VIII 
"This test you will do alone. I want to see if 
you know the correct vowel sound of the vowel being 
tested in each group of words. Look at the sample. 
Here the sound of the vowel i is being tested. There 
are three words with numbers-before them. These are 
the key words. Each word has a different sound for 
the letter i• (Give the sound of i as in in ice, 
bird). Under these key words are three v~ords vvi th 
blank lines before them. You decide what sound t he i 
in each word has that matches t he sound of i in a key-
word, then write the number of that word on-the blank. 
Do the sample now. Did you all have 1, 3, 2? Are 
there any questions? 
Remember there are five different vowels tested -
one for each group. Each group is divided by dotted 
lines and each has a different set of k ey words giving 
the vowel sounds." 
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Name School Grade 
M.A. C.A. R. A. 
, 
1 Test I 
Draw a line through the word that is exactly like the one shoWn on the earn. 
Sample: unimetify unometify unimotily 
unimetily inumotify 
l . bedict bidect bedit ll. remittit-vd remittatode remittatude 
bidict bedect rimittatude remettatade 
-- ---------------------- -------
~. sicide sicibe seside 12. interplicate enter:plicate· interplacate 
siside secide i nter:placi te inter:plicote 
3 . comdictine condictine canductine 13. semijectine samijectin semijectin 
cunductine condictin semi jecture semajectine 
4. obdurous oddurous obdor ous 14. :per ifarmoid :parifarmoid periformoil 
obd orious odbur ious :periformoid pariformod 
5 . dosfugant desfugent desfugant 15. exerramous extramous exorramus 
disfugent disfigent e serrammJs exarramous 
6 . diaferent disfer ent diaferant 16. antebi1lic antebellic antibel1is 
difurent diferrent antibo11ic antebe11is 
7. pro:per ose :pro:parose per parp es 17 . transmat ancy trasmotancy transmotancy 
:preparous :prepar ose transmarency tronsmotency 
8, unsreclance uncridence incredence 18 . enter:posade inter:posade enterpusade 
increclanee uncredence inter:pasade inter:posude 
--------------------------9. :pre:podist :per:pedest :pre:pidist 19. e:pec1ubitis e:picludis e:pic1uditis 
:pre:podest :pre:pedist e:pic1oditis e:piclodetis 
10. injostion in jusion injustion 20 . autofectaria1 autefectoria1 autofactoric 
enjastion enjuston autofactorica1 au.tofecterical 
1. .• :P' it ·..,.(' a ~ 
2i. ~ ·e:.. ~-- ~'- :ti 
. .., 
,t; f''• 
.) . y •E>• -
4 .. u i ·~i ·e 
6. S X V: Z 
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l>Jf~Wi- :;~ l~~' ~ '"''"' .. 
:a;\.- l;rl ~t df· ~1-
~. :€r f.·;t ~$· ~tx.: 
J. sm. BVi' t -e :tw: 
4' ell ckt th- §~' 
-~~e -·· 
• : .... . ~· Jt ·~~· . e§ili 
:t. ~oP>- ~~. ~-
~~ ~e i<0n ~ 
}. ~er doer ~er 
'4 . 8'1$- 'l~'i~ ¢ai 
;~jl.'ti 
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,, .... , ':li':!\·~!jH1. ~-~-~~' -;f,~~'Y,tt;o!~ :P.:- '"- 'f~~ '!1~-ll.-Q'k~ : ~<;iiG1.1:-· ,.,0~'!1:'- ~~8:~· 
"''¥ '\~- ~Ji.~ 
;W.'4· -~~ ~Q-~ -~ ~~ • @ 
:~-i- '~lii' 'tt :t'",. i$h: ~~-. W•t -r~ l>r bl , !Mi ,.,·- -. 
tz~~. -~- -:gt 
., _, ... ,ftit .c·~ lt~. ~ ~- th ~-
iS;,. :t;\;l,;-. ·-fir. ~~ ;h~ 13 . 8'8 e't em §J 
' · 
;f~ .a:r e:r tr 14 br t r t h st 
w~~:d.r '$N!• 
:; ·. ~!$; -:194-Y' ~ 9\.- b-l~ ftt-1 ~·l~ 
'6 ~ ' ~· -~ ' ..~ ~*' '~'J'i!t: ;(!t&:r:· lO. tt;te- an,t .-a8$. 
1· 1!.!®:~ :!i:QI;i- ·$-Ott l~ \I) 'IllS ose ®Z(il 
~. : ... ~· !~ W'@Q;< \fne 12 . ~·:i-c sit M.-tl 
·· .. 
3. 
DirecV~vnR: ':L'he. tea.cb.c3r ~·ri ll prcn8uncP. o:c <'3 ·h or~. fc!' each g::"ou:p of l etters. Draw 
a lir.; s t .:·1rc u[_J: :.:i:! .l t.:J.0 l ;,1i. t;;:~ :> i .:'. 4~JB e,:c::u? t h ::ct you .b6 .1.:c ir .. the word. 
Samrl8: b l d ·'· u 
l. p b d f 5 . t b d X 10 . ch sh sk ck 
r-
c:. . p b d t 6 . m n w u ll. ph ch sh th 
3 . p g q • i 7 . 8 X v z 12. ch sh ck cs 
4. j g q y 8. b d t g 13 . ck ch sh X 
9 . c s z g 14. th ph sh wh 
Test VI 
Directions: The teacher vlill pr onounce one 'N'OYd for each grm1p of letters. Draw 
a line thr ough the syllable that you hear in the word . 
Sample: ton sun bus but 
l. ti la to ra 8. . lich l ish lus lick 
,..., 
c:.. den nat ern t en 9 . . t ab tub lash tish 
3. pet po ges que 10 . ick is ec ack 
4. jur gent fen l er ll. log ge l li j jal 
5· pet sup pect t ep 12 . rak shar car cher 
6. mil vlil nar fim 13 . lin ren lis lat 
7· di id ic oc 14. thet t at ret cit 
Test VII 
Directions: 'Hri t e down the number of syllables in the words that are pronounced . 
Sample: 
l. 7 . 13 . 
---
2 : 8 . 14. 
-- ---
3· 9. 15. 
---· ----
4 . 10. 16 . 
---
5 . ll. 17 . 
--- · 
6. 12 . 18. 
--- ---
4. 
f.'a.r11Iile: i as in (l) in (2) ice ( 3 ) ~)ird 
c i : ·cle acu;_'_re 
_ _ a .s in ( l ) in ( 2) ice ( 3) b'iJ:d 
altitude aJigh t:; atti:::·e bewilder 
birthday hinge birch t im.bel glide 
a c. s in ( l) at ( 3) mt 
sta.7!lmer sla":.e bark r Aga:riless regulate 
pastor dar ken name ly fle+.ke tablet 
u as in ( l) up (2) use (3) turn 
stung tune insur e sv_rgeon cw3tomary 
illum}_na+,e turkey purse CY''t106 trumpet · 
- - - - ·- -
e as in ( l) met (2) he ( 3) her 
-
exhaust :i.nternal jer k sk5leton ginger 
female digest despatch sphe:ce scene 
- - - - - - - - - - ·-
0 as in ( l) of (2) sold 
-
emboss locate hospi.tal 
motive modern hopeless 
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